Quality of life (QOL) is an important health-related concept. Identifying factors that affect QOL can help develop and improve health-promotion interventions. Previous studies suggest that behavioral activation fosters subjective QOL, including well-being. However, the mechanism by which behavioral activation improves QOL is not clear. Considering that QOL improves when depressive symptoms improve post-treatment and that behavioral activation is an effective treatment for depression, it is possible that behavioral activation affects QOL indirectly rather than directly. To clarify the mechanism of the influence of behavioral activation on QOL, it is necessary to examine the relationships between factors related to behavioral activation, depressive symptoms, and QOL. Therefore, we attempted to examine the relationship between these factors. Participants comprised 221 Japanese undergraduate students who completed questionnaires on behavioral activation, QOL, and depressive symptoms: the Japanese versions of the Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale-Short Form (BADS-SF), WHO Quality of Life-BREF (WHOQOL-26), and Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). The BADS-SF comprises two subscales, Activation and Avoidance, and the WHOQOL-26 measures overall QOL and four domains, Physical Health, Psychological Health, Social Relationships, and Environment. Mediation analyses were conducted with BADS-SF activation and avoidance as independent variables, CES-D as a mediator variable, and each WHO-QOL as an outcome variable. Results indicated that depression completely mediated the relationship between Avoidance and QOL, and partially mediated the relationship between Activation and QOL. In addition, analyses of each domain of QOL showed that Activation positively affected all aspects of QOL directly and indirectly, but Avoidance had a negative influence on only part of QOL mainly through depression. The present study provides behavioral activation strategies aimed at QOL enhancement.
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Introduction
Quality of life (QOL) is defined as "individuals' perception of their position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns," (see [1] ), and includes concepts of subjective well-being and happiness. Currently, QOL has been actively researched in the field of mental health, particularly its relationship to major depressive disorders [2] , anxiety disorders [3] , and schizophrenia [4] .
As depression is still a serious concern, effective and inexpensive treatments continue to be explored. In particular, behavioral activation treatment for depression has attracted attention. According to behavioral theory underlying behavior activation treatment, avoidance behavior plays an important role in the occurrence and maintenance of depression [5] . In a stressful environment, avoidance of unpleasant events increases, such as postponement and social withdrawal, and behaviors other than avoidance decrease accordingly. As a result, adaptive behaviors related to a healthy lifestyle are decreased, and depression develops and is maintained. Behavioral activation for depression attempts to increase adaptive behavior and decrease avoidance behaviors [6] by using simple activation methods such as short-term goals and activity schedules, and avoidance interventions such as monitoring of avoidance behavior and engaging in alternative behaviors instead of avoidance. The Behavioral Activation for Depression Scale [7] and its short version (BADS-SF) [8] were developed to assess changes in behavior resulting from behavioral activation. The BADS-SF comprises two subscales, Activation (trait assumed to vary by simple activation technique) and Avoidance (trait assumed to vary by interventions for avoidance behavior).
Several studies confirm the effectiveness of behavioral activation as a psychological therapy for depression [9] [10] [11] . However, as aforementioned, one of the purposes of behavioral activation is to increase the frequency of adaptive behavior in order to increase the likelihood of receiving positive reinforcement [5] . Such procedures are considered beneficial not only for depressed people but also for healthy individuals. Accordingly, Mazzucchelli et al.'s [12] metaanalysis revealed that behavioral activation promotes subjective well-being. Additionally, the benefits of a group intervention involving behavioral activation and mindfulness therapy for subjective well-being were confirmed [13] . Collectively, these studies suggest that behavioral activation promotes subjective well-being. However, the relationship between factors related to behavioral activation and QOL, subjective well-being, and happiness has received little attention. Identifying factors that affect QOL can help develop and improve health-promotion interventions.
Considering that QOL improves when depressive symptoms improve post-treatment [14] and that behavioral activation is an effective treatment for depression, it is possible that behavioral activation does not directly affect QOL. On the other hand, in the study of behavioral activation and mindfulness for non-clinical populations, improvement of well-being has been shown [13] , suggesting that behavioral activation may directly affect QOL. Therefore, there is a possibility that variables related to behavioral activation directly affect QOL or that they indirectly affect it by mediating depression. Thus, the purpose of this study was to examine whether depression mediates the influence of behavioral activation on QOL, through mediation analysis.
Materials and methods

Ethics statement
The Research Ethics Committee of Chukyo University approved all methods and study procedures, which were in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments.
Statistical analyses
Gender differences in BADS-SF total and subscale scores, the CES-D score, and mean total and domain WHOQOL-26 scores were examined with t-tests. Zero-order correlations were performed to examine the relationships between measures.
Several studies [7, 8] have revealed that variables related to behavioral activation affect depression, and it is also well known that depression affects QOL [14] . Therefore, variables related to behavioral activation may affect QOL through mediation of depression. To clarify the mechanism of QOL and behavioral activation, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between variables related to behavioral activation, depression, and QOL. In this study, mediation analyses were conducted using a bootstrapping method. The bootstrapping method was performed in line with recommendations by Preacher and Hayes [20] , with k = 5000 resamples and 95% bias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) confidence intervals (CI) used to evaluate indirect effects. An indirect effect is determined to be statistically significant if the CI does not contain zero.
In each analysis, BADS-SF Activation and Avoidance scores were the independent variable (X), CES-D score was the mediator variable (M), and each WHO-QOL score was the outcome variable (Y). In the first set of analyses, the WHOQOL-26 Mean Total Score was Y. Similar analysis was performed on a model with the domain-and overall-QOL scores as Y. The conditions for judging that a mediating effect has occurred are as follows [20, 21] ; (1) influence of X on Y (total effect) is significant; (2) indirect effect is significant; (3) the absolute value of the direct effect decreases compared to the total effect. In the complete mediation, the direct effect of X on Y is not significant, but the indirect effect is significant. On the other hand, in partial mediation, both direct and indirect effects of X on Y are significant. All analyses were conducted using R version 3.4.1 and lavaan package version 0.5-23.
Results
Descriptive statistics and zero-order correlations for each scale are presented in Tables 1 and  2 . There were no significant gender differences except in the Activation subscale. Therefore, analyses were conducted without considering gender differences.
In order to examine the hypothesis that depression mediates the relationship between a behavioral activation-related factor and QOL, mediation analysis was conducted (see Fig 1) . In the first set of analyses, the WHOQOL-26 Mean Total Score was Y. The effects of Activation and Avoidance on the WHOQOL-26 Mean Total Score were significant (total effect: Activation B = .05, β = .47, SE = .00, p < .01; Avoidance B = -.04, β = .25, SE = .00, p < .01). When controlling CES-D scores as mediating variables, the effect of Activation on the WHOQOL-26 Mean Total Score was significant (direct effect: B = .04, β = .37, SE = .01, p < .01), but Avoidance was not (direct effect: B = -.01, β = -.07, SE = .01, p = .26), and the coefficient of each Subsequently, similar analyses were performed with the domain-and overall-QOL scores as the outcome variable Y. In the domain of QOL, Physical Health and Psychological Health showed different results from Social Relationship and the environment. The effect of Activation and Avoidance on Physical Health (total effect: Activation B = .04, β = .36, SE = .01, p < .01; Avoidance B = -.04, β = -.27, SE = .01, p < .01) and Psychological Health (total effect: Activation B = .01, β = .11, SE = .01, p < .01; Avoidance B = -.06, β = -.31, SE = .01, p < .01) were significant. When controlling CES-D score as mediating variables, the effect of Activation and Avoidance on Physical Health (direct effect: Activation B = .03, β = .28, SE = .01, p < .01; Avoidance B = -.02, β = -.13, SE = .01, p < .05) and Psychological Health (direct effect: Activation B = .05, β = .38, SE = .01, p < .01; Avoidance B = -.02, β = -.12, SE = .01, p < .05) were significant, and the coefficient of each direct effect was decreased compared to that of the total effect. The indirect effect of Activation and Avoidance on Physical Health (indirect effect: Activation B = .01, β = .08, 95% CI = .00 to .02; Avoidance B = -.02, β = -.14, 95% CI = -.03, -.01) and Psychological Health (indirect effect: Activation B = .01, β = .11, 95% CI = .01 to .02; Avoidance B = -.04, β = -.19, 95% CI = -.05 to -.03) were significant. Therefore, this result indicated that depression partially mediates relationship between factors related to behavioral activation and QOL, in the domain of Physical Health and Psychological Health.
On the other hand, the effect of Activation on Social Relationships (total effect: Activation B = .05, β = .35, SE = .01, p < .01) and Environment (total effect: Activation B = .04, β = .33, SE = .01, p < .01) were significant, but Avoidance on Social Relationships (total effect: Avoidance B = -.02, β = -.12, SE = .01, p = .08) and Environment (total effect: Avoidance B = -.02, β = -.11, SE = .01, p = .16) were not significant. Therefore, in Avoidance, condition (1) of judging that a mediating effect occurred was not satisfied. When controlling CES-D scores, the effect of Activation on Social Relationships (direct effect: Activation B = .03, β = .26, SE = .01, p < .01) and Environment (direct effect: Activation B = .03, β = .25, SE = .01, p < .01) were significant and the coefficient of each direct effect was decreased compared to that of the total effect. The indirect effect of Activation on Social Relationships (indirect effect: Activation B = .01, β = .09, 95%CI = .01 to .02) and Environment (indirect effect: Activation B = .01, β = .07, 95%CI = .00 to .01) were significant. This result indicates not only that depression does not mediate the effect of Avoidance on QOL, but also that Avoidance does not affect QOL. At the same time, Activation affects QOL directly and indirectly. For Overall QOL, the effect of Activation and Avoidance were significant (total effect: Activation B = .06, β = .44, SE = .01, p < .01; Avoidance B =.-.04, β = -.18, SE = .01, p < .05). When controlling CES-D scores, the effect of Activation was significant, but Avoidance was not (direct effect: Activation B = .05, β = .37, SE = .01, p < .01; Avoidance B = -.01, β = -.05, SE = .02, p = .47), and the coefficient of each direct effect was decreased compared to that of the total effect. The indirect effect of Activation and Avoidance were significant (indirect effect: Activation B = .01, β = .07, 95% CI = .00 to .01; Avoidance B = -.03, β = -.12, 95% CI = -.04 to -.01). Similarly, in the case of the WHOQOL-26 Mean Total Score, depression partially mediates relationship between Activation and overall QOL, and completely mediates the relationship between Avoidance and overall QOL.
Discussion
The present study examined whether depression mediates the influence of a behavioral activation factor on QOL. Mediation analysis showed that Activation indirectly affected QOL through depression and directly affected QOL without mediation of depression at the same time, but Avoidance affected QOL only through depression. In addition, the effect of Activation on depression was weaker than that of Avoidance, but the total effect on QOL was stronger. This result shows the importance of Avoidance in depression, as previous studies [5] have pointed out, and newly indicates that Activation plays an important role in QOL.
In addition, the analysis of each domain of QOL showed that Activation, directly and indirectly through depression, affected all domains, but the effect of Avoidance was complicated. For Physical health and Psychological health, Avoidance directly and indirectly affected QOL and showed partial mediation through depression. In contrast, the total effect of Avoidance on QOL for Environmental and Social relationships was not significant; these results suggest Avoidance did not affect QOL. On the other hand, for Overall QOL, which is a subjective general sense of QOL, Avoidance showed complete mediation and affected QOL through depression. These results show that Activation positively affects all aspects of QOL directly and indirectly, but that Avoidance has a negative influence only on a part of QOL mainly through depression.
Previous research shows that improvements in depressive symptoms enhance QOL [14] . If only alleviation of depression enhances QOL, improved QOL is merely an additional depression-treatment outcome, and it is considered that QOL improvement by behavioral activation only occurs for individuals with depression. Conversely, for healthy individuals who do not have depressive symptoms, it is not possible to bring further depression improvement, so it can be said that QOL improvement by behavioral activation does not occur. However, the results of the present study showed that avoidance was associated with QOL through depressive symptoms, but activation directly affected QOL. Taking this result into account, behavioral activation-particularly activation-is associated with QOL independent of depression, suggesting that simple activation enhances QOL in both healthy individuals and those with depression. This finding is consistent with Mazzucchelli et al.'s [13] study wherein behavioral activation and mindfulness therapy conducted with a community-based non-clinical adult sample was found to improve several indices of well-being.
The present findings can inform behavioral activation strategies aimed at QOL enhancement. Recently, avoidance behavior has become the focus of depression treatment, which is central to the contemporary behavioral activation treatment model [22] . There is some evidence to suggest that modern behavioral activation may be more effective for depression than its earlier variants [23] . On the other hand, it is possible that interventions for avoidance behavior aimed at QOL enhancement have only limited effects and are less effective than a simple activation intervention.
Previous studies have shown that behavioral activation is effective for improving both depression and well-being [12, 13] , and the results of this study also suggest similar conclusions. However, improved strategies-rather than conventional behavioral activation methods -could increase the efficacy of QOL enhancement. Considering that the present study found a positive association between activation and all aspects of QOL, behavioral activation for health promotion should emphasize simple activation.
The present study is limited in terms of the findings' generalizability, as the sample comprised only university students. The results-suggesting that activation rather than avoidance is related to QOL-must be interpreted with caution, especially when attempting to extend them to clinical samples.
We hope that the present study can help inform health-promotion development initiatives by clarifying the mechanisms of QOL.
